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Today, I am on campus, learning about UBC’s history and meeting ... She understands this story to be about the human condition and overcoming great challenges. “Thunderbirds” is the name first chosen ...
Reclaiming the Thunderbirds sports team name at the University of British Columbia
Connectivity to the internet, is today the closest a service has ever been to be classified as a 'Public Good'. Although the situation on ground indicates the exact opposite, yet connectivity to the ...
Reclaiming Telecom Infrastructure
The election of the elders of an evangelical church is usually an uncontroversial, even unifying event. But this summer, at an influential megachurch in Northern Virginia, something went badly wrong.
The Evangelical Church Is Breaking Apart
Two centuries after his death, the descendants of the notorious Marquis de Sade have finally embraced their once ... another branch. 'Today we are united and proud of our name.
Marquis de Sade's descendants reclaim his title after 200 years of disowning novelist
To counteract the rise of anti-Asian hate, these young Asian American Seattleites have taken to traditional cultural clothing and fashion to visibly show their cultural pride and reclaim the cultural ...
Young Asian Americans in Seattle combat hate, reclaim cultural pride with traditional fashion
They were reclaiming their Indigenous history that had been wiped from ... A lot of our Indigenous communities are in a place of trying to remember our place names." Most often used today to get a ...
Reclaiming the land, remapping history
CREVE COEUR- At the end of a winding road in Creve Coeur, just west of St. Louis County, a park now bears the name of Dr. Howard ... They faced pressure from their new white neighbors, and the ...
Decades after a Missouri town seized a Black doctor’s home, his relatives sought to reclaim his land — and his story
These breweries are building a strong narrative for Indigenous people all while reclaiming their own identities in ... petition for 7 Clains to change its name, Crisp says she also met with ...
How Native American Breweries Are Reclaiming Their Identities Through Beer
We spoke to the women of Daytimers, a South Asian DJ collective, about representation, building a community, and belonging.
Meet the Women of Daytimers, the South Asian DJ Collective Reclaiming Their Musical Identity
More than the meme stock as critics see it as, further developments could help put CLNE stock back to its glory ...
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Clean Energy Fuels Stock Has a Path to Reclaim its Former Glory
Two years ago, the fact that there is a “Mexico” in the Philippines—specifically, a municipality in Pampanga (incidentally where, according to my Lolo Basilio, our patriarch ...
Reclaiming our ties with Mexico
000ft Lake District mountain Skiddaw and held blindfold dinners to raise money for their campaign – Name a Pup Blackpool. She and her Zumba pals even took part in Rush Blackpool, a vast dance and ...
'At zumba no one patronises me': How dance and dogs helped one blind women reclaim her life
A new handbook for girls of color invites generational, multi-racial conversation on hip-hop & patriarchy-smashing ...
"Feminist AF" author on hip-hop and feminism today: "We're not playing nice anymore"
They’re part of a small but growing group of Indigenous people who call themselves Karankawa Kadla — “kadla” means culturally mixed, and Karankawa is the name of a people who, for several ...
The Karankawa were said to be extinct. Now they’re reviving their culture — and fighting to protect their ancestors’ land.
If the fine arts still matter in today’s digitally minded society ... First, we suggest that governors set aside part of their Covid-19 relief funding to sponsor arts competitions and provide grants ...
Reclaiming the Arts
Real Madrid can continue their quest to reclaim LaLiga with a vital win over Barcelona on Sunday. Carlo Ancelotti’s side haven’t exactly proven perfect this season but are currently only three points ...
Real Madrid XI vs Barcelona: Predicted lineup, team news and latest injuries for El Clasico today
After a loss to the UCLA Bruins, one USA TODAY Sports columnist threw around the name Jimbo Fisher. At the time I wanted to tap the brakes on any talk of running Ed Orgeron out of town after one loss.
Ed Orgeron and the LSU Tigers reclaim the top spot of the ‘Misery Index’
Did they intend to revolt forever to reclaim THEIR land? He came to the conclusion that with Hebrew names like Jerusalem ... then and it still is today. For more than 1800 years, there were ...
Why anti-Zionism is a product of antisemitism.
"We feel that our innocence is stripped away from us... ” said Mississippi teen Logan Green of her "Girlhood Interrupted" spoken-word selection.
'Reclaiming Girlhood': Hattiesburg teen opens doors with win at national spoken-word event
The coaches who matter in today’s NFL eschew conservative decision-making in favor of trust in their best players. On Monday night, with the game hanging in the balance, McDermott put his faith ...
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